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Abstract 
"Zhang Xiaoquan in the south and pockmarked Wang in the north" are two old leading 
brands[1]in modern scissors industry. Zhang Xiaoquan Scissors Brand, founded in the 
early Qing Dynasty, is the traditional brand of Chinese handicraft industry and the first 
batch of non-legacy brands. With many foreign tool brands entering the Chinese market 
and the popularity of modern kitchens,As well as the consumers' pursuit of quality life 
under the consumption upgrade, it poses a great challenge to the Zhang Xiaoquan brand 
dominated by traditional Chinese knives. This paper focuses on how to use new 
marketing communication tools to improve the aging of brand image in the new media 
era. Especially with the rise of national tide,Under the background of young people's 
growing sense of identity with traditional culture, time-honored brands should seize the 
opportunity to create national fashion products that meet the aesthetic needs of young 
people, combine practicality with beauty, and promote the transformation and 
upgrading of time-honored brands. 
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1. Introduction 

In recent years, the return of state-owned time-honored brands has set off an upsurge among 
some consumers. However, the traditional marketing route and publicity model, as well as the 
old visual image system, have made some old brands less famous and innovative than new 
brands. Especially when western brands and marketing models enter the Chinese market,Some 
old brands began to decline. The discussion on the inheritance and innovation of time-honored 
brands under the new media determines the new opportunities and new directions of time-
honored brands in the future international market. 
There is Zhang Xiaoquan in the south and pockmarked Wang in the north. As early as a few 
years ago, scissors making in Zhang Xiaoquan, which has a history of more than 300 years, 
began to explore in the e-commerce industry. According to the different online and offline 
audiences, Zhang Xiaoquan brand has been constantly making adjustments in the field of e-
commerce, constantly adapting to the current consumption orientation. How to combine the 
current market economy with the upgrading of consumer groups and ways,Further developing 
the brand marketing market, transforming the brand types, combining with the national tide 
culture to create overseas tide products, and using the new media platform to broaden channels 
and publicity are the themes we explore.  
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2. Overview of the Development Status of Zhang Xiaoquan 

After a hundred years of development, Zhang Xiaoquan has gradually precipitated into a 
traditional old-fashioned enterprise specializing in knives, scissors, cookware and other 
products. In order to constantly adapt to the ever-changing times, Zhang Xiaoquan is constantly 
improving through trial and error and adjustment, establishing its own high-quality brand 
image and creating its own marketing model and value concept. Zhang Xiaoquan, like other old 
Chinese brands,Now, in the fiercely competitive market environment, we are also facing the 
impact of the new economic normality. If we stick to the old concept of production and 
operation, it will become a bottleneck that is difficult to break through, and it will be difficult to 
survive under the current prosperous socialist market economy. Therefore, in order to ensure 
its original production quality, it is also necessary to, according to its own advantages,Seize the 
opportunities and challenges brought by new technology and new culture, optimize the 
marketing methods of enterprises, and inject fresh vitality into enterprises, so as to promote 
the long-term development of enterprises. 
With the improvement of China's international status and the upgrading of consumers' 
consumption patterns, the combination of branded products with Chinese traditional culture 
has gradually become a way to attract consumers. Many domestic brands have seized the 
opportunity to quickly enter the public's field of vision through the "national trend" and become 
online celebrity's top products. With the delay of the age structure of the population, consumers 
have become "post-90s,00 ",they tend to be more fresh and yearn for customized personalized 
service, which has become the focus of many enterprises in the future. Zhang Xiaoquan, a 
traditional time-honored enterprise, can also change its brand marketing strategy and continue 
its brand cultural value by taking advantage of its century-old cultural accumulation with the 
help of the heat wave of national tide.Optimize the corporate image. 

3. Market Analysis of Consumers and Competitors in Zhang Xiaoquan 

3.1. Competitor Analysis 
1) Foreign market 
Advantages: 
Zhang Xiaoquan, as a century-old brand, has a longer development history than other domestic 
counterparts, and has unique cultural precipitation. Through its own traditional cultural 
advantages, it is easier to combine the elements of national trends, and the renewal of its image 
is easier to refresh customers, impress them deeply, and at the same time enhance their sense 
of identity. There is much room for branding promotion. Great development potential.At 
present, knives and scissors are still the main products in Zhang Xiaoquan, and other brands 
such as Supor's knives and scissors are only a part of the whole brand industrial chain. In line 
with the consumption experience of young people who pay attention to life enjoyment, Zhang 
Xiaoquan can use its own brand reputation to innovate and develop, and also expand into 
kitchen utensils and furniture to create more consumption points and improve its industrial 
chain.Some sales channels are self-produced and sold, and the risk of technology leakage is low. 
Self-produced and self-sold production and sales mode can effectively prevent the leakage of 
knife-making and shearing technology, and protect intellectual property rights and unique 
patented technologies. 
Conforming to the media diversification, the product image can be updated. In recent years, 
Zhang Xiaoquan has attached great importance to network marketing. Tik Tok, Xiaohongshu 
and other major media platforms have their own official accounts, and created a brand-new IP 
image of Guochao. Compared with other brands, it is easier to get closer to customers and 
express brand connotation. 
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Disadvantages: 
The market competition is fierce and the market share is low. There are many internal 
enterprises in the knife and scissors industry in China, and a large number of unlicensed 
products flood the market. Although Zhang Xiaoquan is one of the leading enterprises, 
according to the business income, the market share of Zhang Xiaoquan in 2020 is only 1%. 
Moreover, Zhang Xiaoquan's product sales are mainly concentrated in Anhui and surrounding 
Jiangsu and Zhejiang provinces.The share in other provinces is not high. 
Compared with other brands, the products are relatively simple. Although in recent years, 
Zhang Xiaoquan has been producing products for household life, kitchen utensils, etc., including 
woks, electric cookers and even Wenchuang products, as a "novice" who has just entered these 
markets, it is difficult to compete with the existing brands, and the competitiveness is not great. 
The proportion of OEM production is large and the unit price is low. Zhang Xiaoquan's OEM 
production accounts for 70% of the products, and it is difficult to guarantee the quality of many 
products due to the transition to OEM suppliers. The end customers are family individuals, with 
small purchase scale and poor bargaining power. Moreover, the price elasticity of knives and 
scissors as necessities of life is small, and there are many products in the low-end market, so it 
is difficult to gain an advantage through price. 
The technology content is relatively low and the research and development cost is low. In 2020, 
R&D expenses will account for 3.51% of operating income. Low investment in technology R&D 
will slow down the development of technology in Zhang Xiaoquan, and the lagging technology 
will lose its advantage in the subsequent market competition. 
2) Domestic market: 
Advantages: 
As a local high-quality enterprise, Zhang Xiaoquan's non-high-end market is more well known, 
and compared with foreign brands, it can combine the elements of China's national tide to bring 
forth new ideas. Under the background of new consumption, it has more development 
opportunities than foreign manufacturers, and it is easier to establish brand emotional links 
with customers, and it can attract users' attention through diversified new media 
communication channels, which is easy to understand.It is convenient for customers to receive 
information and arouse emotional resonance. Customer preference is high. Knives and scissors 
in China are mainly used as daily necessities, and most domestic consumer groups have little 
demand for high-end cutting tools. Compared with expensive foreign high-end brands, 
domestic consumers prefer products with lower prices, so Zhang Xiaoquan products are more 
competitive in this market. 
Disadvantages: 
The proportion of high-end market is small, and the export volume is small. Foreign brands 
such as Shuangliren, relying on their reputation in foreign high-end markets, also occupy a 
higher high-end market share in China, and products are also the main high-end routes, which 
makes Zhang Xiaoquan in a weak position in the production of high-end products, brand 
connotation and extension. Although the company has produced some high-end products in 
recent years, the response is not great.Did not shake the front position of foreign brands. 

3.2. Consumer Analysis 
At present, Zhang Xiaoquan's product market is mainly divided into the middle-aged and 
elderly market, the younger market and the daily necessities market. The middle-aged and old-
aged market is mainly aimed at middle-aged and old-aged users who pay attention to brand 
quality. They have a soft spot for durable knives and scissors with excellent quality. They are 
mainly purchased by offline supermarkets and franchise stores, and are not sensitive to price, 
and prefer high-end products.Younger market focuses on young users who use products 
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conveniently and quickly, mainly using e-commerce platforms such as Tmall and JD.COM as 
purchasing channels, paying great attention to product cost performance, paying attention to 
user experience sharing of products, loving trendy culture and fashionable resource elements, 
and being greatly influenced by network marketing. The daily necessities market is a newly 
developed emerging product market in Zhang Xiaoquan.It mainly includes hand-held gifts, daily 
small items, etc. This kind of products have higher requirements for design and cultural 
implication, and the sales channels are mainly based on e-commerce platform, facing the vast 
number of consumers, and building a perfect product category layout. 

4. The Development Opportunities and Challenges of Zhang Xiaoquan 
under the Background of New Media 

4.1. Advantage Analysis 
1) Brand advantage 
From the Qing Dynasty to modern times, Zhang Xiaoquan has experienced nearly 400 years of 
trials and tribulations. With "fine steel's masterpiece" as its ancestral training and product 
quality as its guarantee, it is an outstanding representative of the knife and scissors industry in 
China. As the first batch of Chinese time-honored brands certified by the Ministry of Commerce, 
Zhang Xiaoquan occupies an important position in the hearts of consumers with its profound 
historical and cultural connotation and excellent products and services.  
On the basis of inheriting the craftsmanship spirit of Excellence, rigor and pragmatism, Zhang 
Xiaoquan reformed and innovated, and put forward new brand concepts such as "creating 
artistic life" and "living hardware manufacturer as you need", which injected modern elements 
into the profound traditional craftsman culture. 
In addition, now Zhang Xiaoquan has been deeply integrated into the wave of the Internet, with 
a strong presence in social media platforms such as Weibo, Tik Tok, Xiaohongshu, etc., and has 
created the IP "Uncle Quan" of the national tide, operating the brand WeChat official account, 
and enhancing its influence and popularity. 

4.2. Analysis of Disadvantages 
1) Market limitations 
Zhang Xiaoquan doesn't have a large market share in the national knife and scissors market, 
and its sales market is mainly concentrated in East China, which has never broken through the 
shackles of the original brand radiation range. In terms of international sales, the export volume 
only accounts for 1% of the main business income, far from realizing the ambitious plan of 
"Zhang Xiaoquan of the world". 
Moreover, the fierce market competition also makes Zhang Xiaoquan exhausted. For low-end 
products, Zhang Xiaoquan has to compete with a large number of fake and shoddy products 
because of the low threshold of knife and scissors manufacturing industry. In the middle and 
high-end products, it is faced with the suppression of big-name manufacturers such as domestic 
eighteen sons and foreign two-liren. 
2) Production and sales lag 
Zhang Xiaoquan's production mode is mainly divided into independent production and OEM, 
and OEM production accounts for about 70%. Because the production relies heavily on OEM 
suppliers, there are hidden dangers in the product quality of Zhang Xiaoquan, which can't be 
expanded into the high-end field, and it has always been suppressed by foreign brands. In terms 
of sales, Zhang Xiaoquan mainly adopts the distribution mode,With the help of the dealer's sales 
network, the products are sold[2], but with it, Zhang Xiaoquan loses control of the product price 
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and sales process, and all kinds of low-priced knives and scissors with Zhang Xiaoquan label 
are rampant in the market, which makes it very difficult to maintain the brand image. 

4.3. Opportunity Analysis 
1) The rise of national tide 
With the rapid development of China's economy and the remarkable improvement of 
comprehensive national strength, people's cultural self-confidence and cultural consciousness 
are obviously enhanced, and they have a special liking for high-quality domestic products with 
national elements and national characteristics. Especially, young consumers after 90' s and 00' 
s did not blindly pursue foreign big-name products, but paid more attention to the factors such 
as individuality, fashion, cost performance and so on.The sales of high-quality domestic 
products such as Huaxizi and Li Ning also set an example for domestic brands. 
Zhang Xiaoquan should make full use of the rising trend of domestic products, further explore 
the profound historical connotation of its brand, and strive to tell the brand story well, convey 
the craftsman spirit, and realize the rebirth of old brands. In addition, to meet the consumer 
demand of fast fashion, personalization and cost performance, actively adjust the product 
structure and marketing methods, and expand the market scope and sales channels.Better 
integrate into the life scenes of young people and adapt to the development of modern economy 
and society. 
2) E-commerce development 
Under the background of the rapid development of e-commerce in China, time-honored brands 
have gained a new way of marketing. It is worth mentioning that Zhang Xiaoquan has been 
deployed in the field of e-commerce for ten years, from 200,000 at the beginning to 270 million 
today. With the help of e-commerce platforms such as Tmall, Taobao and JD.COM, the online 
sales revenue has steadily increased and its proportion has been constantly increasing in the 
past ten years.Realize the two-way development of online and offline. 
Network marketing also makes the user structure in Zhang Xiaoquan more reasonable and the 
user groups tend to be younger. At present, Zhang Xiaoquan has set up its own official account 
on Weibo, WeChat, Tik Tok, Xiaohongshu and other online platforms, and created the IP image 
of "Uncle Quan", the country's great grandfather, to close the distance with young people, to 
keep up with the rhythm of the Internet, and to lay a solid foundation for the brand upgrade of 
Zhang Xiaoquan. 

4.4. Challenge Analysis 
Product dilemma: 
According to the public prospectus, Zhang Xiaoquan's current business is still dominated by 
traditional scissors and knives, while other household appliances account for a small 
proportion, and the development speed is slow, which is still in its infancy. The single product 
makes Zhang Xiaoquan less profitable, less able to resist market risks, and its development 
potential is limited. In addition,Due to the stereotype of cheap domestic products and the 
backward marketing of high-end products in Zhang Xiaoquan, the market recognition of high-
end products in Zhang Xiaoquan is not high, and the brand reputation and loyalty need to be 
improved. 

5. Zhang Xiaoquan's Transformation and Upgrading Strategy in the New 
Media Era and National Tide Culture 

5.1. Content Marketing, Which Narrates the Brand Connotation by Storytelling. 
The time-honored brand has profound history and culture, and the development of the brand 
is accompanied by the memory and emotion of a generation. The reappearance of the brand is 
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often more likely to arouse users' "nostalgia" for a specific era and product. In this respect, we 
need to make full use of various elements related to brands and re-create new elements[3]with 
the help of content marketing strategies.Content marketing with the help of storytelling and 
nostalgia. Analyze the elements of the brand, choose the elements with emotional temperature, 
and design a story that can attract people and make people remember the connotation that the 
brand needs to express in the story. For example, the brand advertisement "1931" launched by 
"Baique Ling" brand in 2017 uses a group of photos.It tells the story of the old Shanghai before 
liberation, where the modern cheongsam girl finished the assassination task, and the object of 
the assassination was "time". It is the time that the old brand has experienced that can make 
consumers stay young forever. The unique elements of the Republic of China evoked the 
audience's nostalgic memories of the fashion of the Republic of China in old Shanghai, and made 
the audience witness the shining return of the explosion of the Republic of China.With a long 
history of 383 years, "Zhang Xiaoquan" scissors, whether before or after liberation, are the 
brightest national brands in the 20th century, bearing the memories of several generations. 
"Zhang Xiaoquan" can use content marketing to grasp the most common emotional points of 
that generation, build a framework, and bring the stories of "Zhang Xiaoquan" and those 
generations back to the public.To a certain extent, it can realize the deep connection and 
interaction between the time-honored brands and consumers, so as to promote customers' 
understanding of the brand connotation of Zhang Xiaoquan and the spiritual resonance of the 
brand. 

5.2. Cross-border Cooperation, Bringing the "National Tide" Time-honored 
Multi-brand Products. 

Cross-border IP cooperation strategy is often applied to various young brands, and in practice, 
it can often bring positive effects to the popularity of brands participating in cross-border IP 
cooperation[4]. Therefore, cross-border IP cooperation can be applied to time-honored brands 
to solve the problems of aging brand image and insufficient brand communication innovation. 
On the other hand, This is also the most favorable way for old brands to enter the market of 
young groups. The first question that the old brands think about in cross-border IP cooperation 
is how to get close to the trend and how to play with young people. First of all, brands need to 
choose suitable cross-border objects, and the starting point of cooperation is that their cross-
border products can meet the needs of target consumer groups. Secondly, we need to build our 
own IP ecological chain, create more consumption points and stimulate market segments. Then 
it is to innovate in the way of cross-border IP publicity. Time-honored brands need to make 
cooperative projects rich and vivid through publicity. Time-honored brands should change 
their "old" state and actively participate in the interaction of young people. Such as the joint 
name of Zhang Xiaoquan and Guoman Wuxia IP Liu Yidao, Tamia Liu joined Ali's creative team 
under the pseudonym "Liu Yidao" and specially designed a set of illustrations for Liu Yidao IP-
called "Bargaining Nine Styles" to bargain for consumers. Error! Reference source not 
found.Zhang Xiaoquan lived in Liu Yidao's value concept of "being human and being loyal", and 
established multiple emotional links with users, which caused everyone's continuous concern 
and heated discussion under the dynamic situation of Weibo. The launch of the co-branded gift 
box "Money should be spent on the cutting edge" has brought consumers a Zhang Xiaoquan that 
constantly breaks through themselves. 

5.3. New Media Operation to Improve Brand Awareness. 
Zhang Xiaoquan is an old brand with a history of more than 100 years. Its inherited ancient 
craftsmanship has been recognized and trusted by the older generation, and it also has a certain 
customer reputation and loyalty. The development of some time-honored brands lags behind 
mainly because the enterprises' awareness of action in brand promotion and product 
innovation is relatively backward, and the time-honored brands can't rely on the old to sell the 
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old.Relying on the reputation of the past, the innovation and development that can't be achieved 
will eventually be eliminated by the market. New media communication channels are diverse 
and cost-effective, and every user can receive and share information. Therefore, the proper 
operation of new media has a crucial impact on the transformation and upgrading of time-
honored brands. 
In terms of marketing, Zhang Xiaoquan can use e-commerce platforms such as Taobao, JD.COM 
and Tmall to enhance communication. According to the statistics of Ali Big Data, in 2020, 90% 
of the consumer groups who participated in Tmall Double Eleven after 80s, 90s and 00 will be 
consumers. These consumer groups are mainly consumers of the younger generation with 
strong mobile Internet thinking.I am keen on fashion products that pursue mainstream 
aesthetics, and I am keen on online shopping and live delivery. Time-honored brands in Zhang 
Xiaoquan should seize the opportunity to make high-quality knives and scissors of old brands 
active in young people's eyes by virtue of e-commerce platform and live delivery. 
In terms of publicity, WeChat, Weibo, Tik Tok, Aauto Quicker and other new media have faster 
word-of-mouth publicity, more channels and wider coverage[5], which enables better 
interactive communication with users. Zhang Xiaoquan can set up its own official account, and 
shoot some short videos about the production of ancient crafts and the explanation of 
traditional culture. Help young people to fully understand the time-honored brand-Zhang 
Xiaoquan. High-quality, exquisite and fashionable new products and preferential activities can 
be quickly and timely pushed by new media, and targeted design of products can be made 
according to some comments of users and netizens, so as to improve customer satisfaction. 

6. Conclusion 

In the current market environment, even though the time-honored brand itself has a long 
history and culture and a high brand connotation, it does not mean that the time-honored brand 
can remain unchanged, and it also needs to face some problems such as the diverse changes of 
market environment, the transformation and upgrading of consumer demand and the aging of 
brand image. Especially in the new media era,Time-honored brands should seize the 
opportunity to use new media platforms such as Tik Tok and Weibo to enhance brand 
popularity and interaction with young consumers, so as to create momentum for the product 
flow of time-honored brands. Strengthen the interaction with young consumers, and maintain 
the "fan" community with high-quality, novel and interesting topic activities. Old brands can't 
stick to the old ways,Connect your own brand culture with the current young culture so as to 
bring more interesting and fashionable cultural and creative products to consumers and 
promote the transformation and innovation of old brands. 
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